BEFORE
Natural color: 5/0 with 30 % grey
Color in mid-length and ends: 7/3
Condition: Untreated
Color placement:

(oval and triangle)

Color A: Koleston Perfect 6/7 + 6 % Welloxon + Color.id
Color B: Koleston Perfect 8/38 + 9 % Welloxon + Color.id
Color C: Koleston Perfect 7/7 + 6 % Welloxon + Color.id

COLOR

< STEP 2
Start at the sides with
color A at the root
blending into color B
in the mid-length and
then back to color A in
the ends.

STEP 1 >
Section hair as shown into
a large oval in top and back
sections and a small triangle
at the fringe.

STEP 3 >
Continue working
in the same way
through the sides
and back, up to the
edge of the large
oval section.

< STEP 4
Release the large oval
section and from a center
parting take a 3cm zig-zag
section either side of the
parting, secure with a clip.

KOLESTON PERFECT
STEP 5 >
Continue working through
the oval section up to the
zig-zag on either side in
the same way with colors
A and B.

< STEP 6
Release the hair in the zig-zag
section and apply color C at
the root, B in the mid-length
and C in the ends. Do the
same through the final fringe
section to complete.

WELLA PROFESSIONALS DISCOVER YOUR SHADES OF GREY

CUT

< STEP 1
Starting at the front elevate
the hair and slide cut the
fringe to fall at the center of
the nose.

STEP 2 >
< STEP 3

Take 3 cm sections working
from the hat line to the hair
line and over-direct the hair
to the center of the nose.
Slide cut leaving length
towards the ends. Repeat
other side.

Continue in this way
through all sections to
the center back using
the side section length
as the initial guide.
Repeat other side.
< STEP 4
Slide cut through
the fringe to create
soft texture.

STYLE
< STEP 1
Apply EIMI Sugar Lift to create
a grippy and touchable wavy
texture with shine.
< STEP 2

HOME CARE

Blow-dry the hair using a
medium round brush
in different directions
twisting the hair to create
a wave movement.

> Brilliance Shampoo
> Brilliance Mask
>C
 olor Recharge Warm
Brunette Conditioner
>O
 il Reflections oil

STYLING
< STEP 3

> EIMI Grip Cream

Finish off the look by working
EIMI Grip Cream into the palm
of your hand to create this
modern and grippy texture.

> EIMI Sugar Lift

Enjoy the stepby-step video:

